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Abstract—Despite extensive research, it is still difficult to produce effective interactive layouts for large graphs. Dense layout and

occlusion make food webs, ontologies, and social networks difficult to understand and interact with. We propose a new interactive

Visual Analytics component called TreePlus that is based on a tree-style layout. TreePlus reveals the missing graph structure with

visualization and interaction while maintaining good readability. To support exploration of the local structure of the graph and gathering

of information from the extensive reading of labels, we use a guiding metaphor of “Plant a seed and watch it grow.” It allows users to

start with a node and expand the graph as needed, which complements the classic overview techniques that can be effective at (but

often limited to) revealing clusters. We describe our design goals, describe the interface, and report on a controlled user study with

28 participants comparing TreePlus with a traditional graph interface for six tasks. In general, the advantage of TreePlus over the

traditional interface increased as the density of the displayed data increased. Participants also reported higher levels of confidence in

their answers with TreePlus and most of them preferred TreePlus.

Index Terms—Graph visualization, information visualization, navigation techniques, interaction techniques, evaluation/methodology,

graphical user interfaces, Piccolo Zoomable User Interface (ZUI) Toolkit.
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1 INTRODUCTION

GRAPH visualization is an important component of Visual
Analytics that can be used in a variety of applications

from engineering to sociology to biology. For example,
scientists can discover unexpected influences on ecosystems
by studying complex food webs. Intelligence or corporate
law analysts can derive insight by scanning evidence of
communication between individuals. Financial networks,
distribution networks, and gene ontologies may also be
represented as graphs and, as such, have been used to
discover illegal activities or to make life saving discoveries.

There are several important issues in the design of
interactive graph visualizations. One issue is the size of the
graph. While a layout algorithm may produce good layouts
for graphs of up to several hundred nodes, it may not be
able to scale well to several thousand nodes. Only a few
systems such as Tulip [2], Gem-3D [10], HDE [20],
H3Viewer [30], and NicheWorks [39] can handle large
graphs. Second, any interactive visualization requires near
real-time performance. However, most useful operations for
drawing general graphs have been proven to be NP-
complete [9]. Third, even if a system can lay out and
display large graphs, the cognitive demands placed on

users by the visualization can be overwhelming [38] since
the nodes may be very close together or occlude each other,
and the links may cross one another. Furthermore, whereas
most techniques attempt to show the entire overview of the
graph—which can be effective for revealing patterns and
clusters—labels are usually ignored.

In contrast, trees can be laid out nicely in a plane in linear
time. They are easy to understand and nicely support
abstraction and aggregation. For that reason, some re-
searchers have extracted trees from graphs (e.g., spanning
tree) and visualized this tree rather than the graph [22].

We propose an interactive graph visualization called
TreePlus that enables users to iteratively explore a graph by
starting at a node and then incrementally expanding and
exploring the graph (Fig. 1). Our approach involves
transforming a graph into a tree plus cross links (i.e., the
additional links that are not represented by the spanning
tree) and using visualization, animation and interaction
techniques to reveal the graph structure while preserving
readability of the labels. In contrast with the more familiar
overview techniques [34], which are effective at (but also
limited to) revealing overall structure and the existence of
clusters or bridges, our technique addresses the needs of
users to explore parts of the graph in detail and rapidly read
labels to analyse the meaning of relationships.

2 RELATED WORK

Graph visualization has been studied extensively over the
last few decades [12], [13], [22]. The basic graph drawing
problem can be defined simply as: given a set of nodes with
a set of links, calculate the position of the nodes and the
curve to be drawn for each link. However, most classic
graph drawing algorithms have not been developed with
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interaction in mind [22]. For example, force-directed
algorithms [13] are very popular because they are simple
and easy to understand. However, they are usually slow
and produce a different final layout each time the algorithm
is invoked, which is disorienting. Furthermore, when they
are applied to graphs with labeled nodes, the resulting
layouts suffer from severe node occlusions [17].

A number of researchers have tried to visualize graphs
as trees. Hao et al. visualized large highly connected
hierarchical graphs in a hyperbolic space using an “invisible
link” technique with a placeholder [19]. To avoid cluttering,
only the primary links are shown to users. OntoRAMA [14]
enables users to browse a knowledge base (ontology) in a
hyperbolic layout by duplicating cross-linked nodes.
Munzner introduced a class of graphs called quasihier-
archical graphs, which can be visualized using a spanning
tree [30]. While the animation is striking, users may be
confused because the shape of the tree changes as users
interact with it. In addition, labels are hard to read because
they are not aligned and often overlap. Boutin et al. used a
tree-like graph as a link filtering mechanism [8]. They first
extracted a spanning tree and then added some cross links
to extract dense components for clustering. Force-directed
algorithms were used to lay out the tree-like graph. As is
often the case with other overview approaches, node labels
were ignored.

Yee et al. developed an interactive exploration tool for
graphs by using a radial tree layout method [40]. They
animated the transition to a new layout when users select a
new node. The system linearly interpolates the polar
coordinates of the nodes to help users follow the transition.
Since they show all the links in the graph, the view becomes
cluttered for highly connected graphs. Labeling can be
problematic because nodes are arranged on concentric
circles. MoireGraphs [23] uses a radial layout to display a
spanning tree of a graph. A Focus+context technique is used

to provide an overview of graphs. It is mainly designed for
graphs whose nodes are visual elements such as images.
Boutin et al. also used a radial layout to visualize a
hierarchical clustered graph that is the result of multilevel
clustering [7]. It is a graph of clusters, where each cluster
itself is hierarchically clustered. Their transformation from a
graph into a spanning tree ensures that there is no overlap
between clusters.

Space-filling approaches have also been used to visualize
graphs as trees. Treemaps are appropriate when showing
the attribute value distributions is more important than
showing the graph structure [24]. Fekete et al. displayed the
tree structure of a graph with a Treemap and overlayed the
cross links as curved lines on top of the Treemap [15].
Treemaps have also been extended to visualize genomic
data [3]. Nodes were duplicated to support gene ontologies,
which are directed-acyclic graphs.

Another approach to graph visualization is to use a
matrix-based representation. Abello and Korn presented
matrix and color map-based techniques to visualize phone
calls made between states [1]. Van Ham used multilevel call
matrices in the management of large software projects [36].
He argued that matrix-based visualizations have a number
of advantages over traditional node link diagrams when
users are more interested in links than in nodes. Following
links while reading labels, however, can be difficult with
matrices.

3 OUR APPROACH

3.1 Plant a Seed and Watch It Grow

A useful guide to designing advanced graphical user
interfaces is Shneiderman’s Visual Information-Seeking
Mantra [34]: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-
on-demand.” An overview of the entire data collection
helps users find interesting patterns, clusters, outliers, and
features. However, it is notoriously difficult to generate a
good overview of large graphs. Furthermore, Blythe et al.
demonstrated that “there is no best layout” and that the
task and graph characteristics influence which layout will
do better [5].

For cases where users are more interested in the local
structure of the graph, rapid browsing, and easy reading of
labels, we propose an alternative guiding metaphor: “Plant
a seed and watch it grow.” This enables users to start with a
specific node and incrementally explore the graph, avoiding
complexity until it is necessary. While only partial over-
views are supported, zoom and filter and details-on-
demand are still useful. Furthermore, our approach can be
used to complement overview-first approaches.

A similar approach was very recently used in other
systems. Heer and Boyd opted for “start with what you
know, then grow” and applied it to a traditional graph
layout [21]. McGuffin and Balakrishnan focused on visua-
lizing only part of a graph by using ”focus” as a temporary
root to visualize genealogical graphs [29].

3.2 Design Goals

There are always trade-offs when designing an interactive
visualization. In this section, we describe the rationale of
our design goals.
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Fig. 1. TreePlus with the low density data set used in the user study. A
single click on any node (here, “Kaylee Wilson”) highlights adjacent
nodes already present in the tree and lists new names in the preview
panel on the right. Color indicates the direction of the link. Double-
clicking on a node expands the tree by adding new adjacent nodes and
moving existing nodes as needed (see video demonstration at http://
www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treeplus).



3.2.1 Take Advantage of Human Perception of Trees

Our previous work on SpaceTree and TaxonTree suggested

that interaction with and interpretation of node-link tree

structures pose little difficulty for novice users and there-

fore interactive tree visualizations can be used for a broad

audience [27], [32].

3.2.2 Make as Many Nodes Readable as Possible

Many tasks involve reading the labels of nodes. For

example: find and review

1. the nodes adjacent to a node,
2. the nodes accessible from a node,
3. the nodes adjacent to two nodes,
4. the shortest path between two nodes,
5. the nodes having a specific attribute value, and
6. the nodes connected only by certain types of links.

Other examples include: list all the labels in a subgraph and

follow a path. For each of these tasks, users need to read

labels to make sense of the data. Users will scan names in

social network data to see if they know anyone, determine if

there seem to be more women than men, or look for Asian-

sounding names. They will also review color codings and

icons associated with the nodes to judge the distributions of

attributes.

3.2.3 Maximize Stability of Layout

Stability is a very important aspect of interactive layout

algorithms. In fact, one of the main problems of the

commonly used force-directed layouts is that they are

highly unstable (i.e., the same graph might get drawn

differently depending on initial conditions that are not

under user control) [22]. To make the tree layout completely

stable, two approaches are possible. First, we could keep the

structure of the tree fixed once it was first extracted from

the graph. The main drawback to this approach is that

cross-linked nodes would often be very far away from each

other. Second, we could force adjacent nodes to be close to

each other by duplicating the cross-linked nodes (as in [14]).

Although this approach works well for graphs that have an

intrinsic tree structure with a modest number of cross links,

it is less suitable for highly connected graphs. Furthermore,

the tree will grow forever if the graph has cycles. Instead,

TreePlus follows a third approach where the tree structure

is modified when users make a selection by moving

adjacent nodes close to the selected node. Although this

approach is not completely stable, it is predictable. Changes

are limited, and if users happen to traverse the same series

of nodes in two different sessions, the resulting layouts will

be exactly the same.

3.2.4 Offer Preview before Committing

Incremental exploration requires users to make decisions

about where to go based on the information they have at

any given time. To increase the “information scent”

available, clicking on a node provides a preview of what

nodes are connected to it. The node is not expanded until

the user double clicks on it.

3.2.5 Provide Multistep Animations so Users Can Follow

Changes

As users incrementally navigate a structure, it is necessary
to change the layout. Animated transitions help users
remain oriented [25], but they can be too complex or too fast
to be accurately perceived. Previous research has shown
that people conceive of temporal events as discrete
sequences [41] so our approach was to decompose the
layout change into meaningful steps. This was also inspired
by our successful experience with SpaceTree [32].

4 THE TREEPLUS INTERFACE

TreePlus combines a tree-style layout, an adjacent nodes
preview, and multiple custom interaction techniques to
explore graphs that can be directed and contain cycles.
Animation, zooming and panning, and integrated searching
and browsing help users understand the graph. Users
navigate the tree by double clicking on nodes in the tree
browser on the left, and preview adjacent nodes on the right
by single clicking on a node to bring it in focus (Fig. 1).
TreePlus uses a classical tree layout by Walker [37]. The
children for each node are left justified, so it is easy to scan,
read, and count them. Nodes can be grouped and sorted by
various ordering criteria.

We describe TreePlus using a food web data set [33]. A
food web describes the feeding relationships among
organisms in a community. Most animals are part of more
than one food chain (or path of nodes) and eat more than
one kind of food. These interconnected food chains form a
complex food web. Food webs are directed, meaning that
the links between nodes have specific directions (A eats B).
They also can contain cycles, i.e., a node may be revisited
when following a path in one direction from that node. For
example, herrings eat mosquito larvae, which grow up to
feed on harbor seals, which, in turn, feed on herrings.
Unlike data sets used in many previous tree layout graph
visualizations, food webs have no intrinsic tree structure, so
they pose a greater challenge for a tree-like visualization.

4.1 Transforming Graphs into Trees

We transform graphs into trees by extracting a spanning
tree. The first step is to identify a root. Domain specific
default roots might exist. For example, gene ontologies have
an explicit root and a canonical tree structure. Web sites
have a home page. If the graph does not have an explicit
root, we provide two possible defaults as suggested in [6]:
1) the node that has the most links and 2) the node whose
cumulative distance to all other nodes is minimal. Users can
change the root at any time; and it can be saved in the
preferences. TreePlus builds a spanning tree from the root
by a breadth-first search, ignoring the direction of links.

4.2 Showing Hidden Graph Structure

When we visualize graphs as trees, many cross links will
inevitably become hidden, particularly in highly connected
graphs. The success of a tree layout approach depends on
how well the system represents those cross links. TreePlus
highlights and previews adjacent nodes when a node is
focused by a single click, updates the tree structure when a
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node is opened by a double click, carefully animates the
transitions, and provides hints about the graph structure.

4.2.1 Highlighting and Preview of Adjacent Nodes

When users click on a node, the node gets the focus,
indicated by a green background and thick border. In the
example of Fig. 2, “stripe-headed tanager” has the focus; a
list of its five adjacent nodes is shown in the preview panel
on the right. Three of these nodes already appear in the
current tree display, and are therefore highlighted in color
on the tree. Users can see that “fruits,” “red-tailed hawk,”
and “broad-winged hawk” are directly connected to
“stripe-headed tanager” (as indicated by the highlighting)
and to “rat” (as indicated by the tree layout). Changing the
focus rapidly by using the arrow keys to go up or down a
list of nodes allows users to systematically review links that
are not apparent in the tree layout.

The color of the node background and arrows indicates
the direction of links relative to the focus node. TreePlus
uses the color blue for outgoing links, red for incoming
links, and purple for bidirectional links. For example, in
Fig. 2, red nodes (e.g., “broad-winged hawk”) eat the
“stripe-headed tanager,” while the “stripe-headed tanager”
eats blue nodes (e.g., “fruits”).

4.2.2 Animated Update of the Tree Structure

When users double click on a node (i.e., make a new
selection), the tree is expanded to include all the adjacent
nodes. For example, when users open “stripe-headed
tanager,” two new nodes are added to the tree (“beetles”
and “sharp-shinned hawk”) while the nodes “fruits” and
“red-tailed hawk” move from being children of “rat”
(Fig. 2) to being children of “stripe-headed tanager”
(Fig. 3). This change corresponds to the assumption that
users are more interested in the node they last opened.
Because it is a parent node, “broad-winged hawk” remains
where it was in the path.

To help users maintain context, the tree is animated to its
new layout (e.g., from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3) in three steps. First,
TreePlus makes room for the new nodes by translating parts
of the tree and creating empty space. Next, the nodes that
need to move within the tree structure (i.e., “fruits” and

“red-tailed hawk” in our example) move to their final
position as the children of the new selection. Finally, the
nodes of the preview panel move to their position in the
tree. Once the animation is over, the preview panel is
refreshed to reflect that all nodes are now visible. (A video
at http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treeplus more clearly
illustrates this interaction.)

When nodes have to move within the tree structure,
TreePlus leaves a trace to indicate that a move took place.
The label “+2 moved” shown as the last child of “rat” in
Fig. 3 indicates that two nodes have moved. Bringing the
cursor over this “+2 moved” label highlights the nodes that
have moved (“fruits” and “red-tailed hawk”). Users can
also see that “fruits” and “red-tailed hawk” have moved
once because of the “(1)” on the right side of the labels.
When this number grows large it indicates that the node is
linked to many of the nodes users had selected during their
exploration. To be reminded of what those nodes were,
users can single click on the node to bring it in focus. To
close a node that is fully opened (e.g., “stripe-headed
tanager”), users need to double click on it. They can use a
menu item to close partially opened nodes (e.g., “broad-
winged hawk” and “rat”).

4.2.3 Visual Hints of the Graph Structure

During graph exploration users may want to follow a path
based on the attributes of the nodes, such as the number of
outgoing links. In TreePlus, users have the option to
preview how fruitful it would be to go down a path. Color
bar graphs placed below the nodes represent how many
organisms are reachable in each direction (Fig. 4). Users can
also see how many levels they can go in each direction by
counting the number of white ticks. For example, if users
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Fig. 2. “Broad-winged hawk” was set as the root, and users selected
“rat” which added all its adjacent nodes to the tree. A single click on
“stripe-headed tanager” gives it the focus and shows a preview of its
adjacent nodes in the preview panel on the right. The adjacent nodes
already present in the tree are highlighted in the tree revealing that
“fruits,” “red-tailed hawk,” and “broad-winged hawk” are connected to
both “rat” and “stripe headed tanager.” Color indicates link direction.

Fig. 3. Once users open “stripe-headed tanager” by double clicking, the

tree is expanded to show all its adjacent nodes as its children and

parent. (The dotted arrows were added to this figure to illustrate node

movement.)

Fig. 4. Colored bars give a preview of how fruitful it would be to follow a

path in each direction. “Broad-winged hawk” is a start of a chain since it

does not have a red bar (nothing eats it). “Fruits” is an end of a chain

since it does not have a blue bar (fruits eat nothing).



follow the “wrinkled coqui frog” path, they will reach the
end of the food chain after opening up to two levels.
Similarly, they will reach the start of the chain after opening
up to three levels.

4.3 Sorting

Children are depicted with a vertical list. By default this list
can be sorted by name (nominal attribute), the direction of
the links relative to the parent (categorical), and the number
of links (quantitative). Other application-dependent sorting
attributes can be added. Within each category, nodes are
sorted by alphabetical order.

4.4 Search

TreePlus provides support for search. Typing a word and
pressing the “Go” button displays the search results colored
in beige and restricts the view to the nodes relevant to the
search results (Fig. 5). In order to get a valid shortest path, a
desired link direction can be specified. To find connections
between two arbitrary nodes users can search for one node
and set it as the root, then search for the second node.

4.5 Partial Overview

Even though TreePlus was not aimed at providing complete
overviews of large graphs, it can generate partial overviews
by automatically expanding the tree from any starting node,
for each direction, at a selected level of expansion. For
example, starting with “broad-winged hawk” and expand-
ing as far as possible (here, level 4) with outoing links, we
can reach 89 nodes and 537 links (Fig. 6). The tree overview
allows users to rapidly scan labels and estimate the number
of nodes and the path lengths. Users can pan to read all
labels and zoom out to see everything at once. Clicking on a
node and then navigating with arrow keys allows users to
get a quick idea of the graph structure. For comparison, we
show in Fig. 6, below the TreePlus overview, the same
partial overview with a traditional graph layout (using
GraphPlus, see user study section), here zoomed out to fit
the narrow column width of the paper. TreePlus may use
more space and not show all cross links at any given time
but makes other aspects of the graph more visible.

In contrast with other graph visualizations aimed at
providing complete overviews that reveal clusters and
connected components, TreePlus focuses on providing
local overviews. Note that if a complete overview with
both directions is generated, there may not be a valid
path from the root to some of the nodes. For example, in
a spanning tree with “rat” as the root, the path,
“rat”—“mongoose”—“plants” is not a valid food chain
because “mongoose” eats “rat” and “plants.” In other
words, though TreePlus builds a spanning tree by a
breadth-first search, some of the paths from the root to
nodes are not meaningful shortest paths.

4.6 Implementation

TreePlus is a reusable widget implemented in C# with

Piccolo.NET, a shared source toolkit that supports scalable

structured 2D graphics [4], [31]. It is pluggable into any
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Fig. 5. A search for “hawk” with “Puerto Rican coqui frog 1” set as the

root shows that the frog is eaten by the “broad-winged hawk” and

indirectly by the “red-tailed hawk” and “sharp-shinned hawk.”

Fig. 6. Partial overviews of the graph consisting of the reachable nodes
from “broad-winged hawk” with outgoing links. It contains 89 nodes and
537 links. (Top) TreePlus layout: every path from the root to nodes is a
valid shortest path between the root and the node; (Bottom) The more
traditional graph layout of GraphPlus for the same data. Note that the
figure of GraphPlus appears smaller than TreePlus because of the
different aspect ratio.



.NET application. It provides APIs and fires events to
communicate with the containing application.

Data structures and basic operations related to graphs
are implemented in a separate library called GraphLibrary
so they can be reused by other controls, such as GraphPlus.
While the visual tree structure is constructed incrementally
as users browse the graph, the entire graph is read into
memory (in an abstract graph structure) using GraphLi-
brary to perform a few necessary graph operations. For
example, to provide visual hints that show how many
nodes can be reached in each level from a node, we
computed all pairs shortest path by using the Floyd-
Warshall algorithm [11]. To get the number of nodes of
distance d from a node, we counted the nodes whose
shortest path length from the node is d. Since the time
complexity of the algorithm is Oðjnj3Þ, where jnj is the
number of nodes, it takes too long when jnj is large.
Therefore, we currently disable this feature if jnj is larger
than 1,000. To overcome this problem, we should pre-
compute these numbers. For search, as described before,
TreePlus shows the shortest paths from the root to the
search result nodes. We first apply string-match search over
the whole graph. Next, we collect all the nodes included in
the shortest paths from the root to the search results. We
then build a tree using these nodes and links between them,
and visualize the tree in TreePlus.

Each node contains the tree structure that is used to
compute a layout (parent and an array of children). In
addition, each node contains two lists of cross-linked nodes
(one by outgoing links and the other by incoming links).
When users make a new selection, TreePlus updates the tree
structure to make all the adjacent nodes of the new selection
to be its children. This may result in updating the lists of
cross-linked nodes.

5 USABILITY STUDY

To identify major usability issues, we conducted a
preliminary usability study with two biologists and three
computer science graduate students. Biologists used the
sample food web whose density was about 25 percent and
computer scientists used a randomly generated graph of
200 names and 3,600 links (30 percent density). As a result
of this study, we made many changes to TreePlus from our
earlier version [29] including:

1. Mouse click instead of mouse over now changes
focus.

2. Arrows are now placed in a better location.
3. Search can now be limited to one selected direction,

so as to result in a valid shortest path for that
direction.

4. The preview panel was reorganized.
5. “+N moved” was added to indicate when a list of

children is incomplete because some of them have
moved.

6. Lines are now curved rather than straight to
minimize occlusion by nodes.

6 CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT

We conducted a controlled experiment to determine if
TreePlus could outperform a classic graph visualization for
certain tasks and graph densities. We used a 2� 2� 6 (two

interfaces with two densities of the graphs for six tasks)
repeated-measure, within-subject design. To control for the
effect of order and learning, we prepared two sets of graphs
with equivalent tasks of similar difficulties, and counter-
balanced the order of presentation of the interfaces and the
set of graphs. We kept constant the order of densities (from
low to high) and the order of tasks (from simple to
complex). Four dependent variables were collected in this
study: Completion Time, Success Rate, Error, and User
Confidence. Success rate is the percentage of tasks correctly
answered. Error was computed as the difference between
the correct answer and participant response (which was
possible only for two tasks requiring users to count).
Participants indicated their confidence in their answer for
four tasks, and completed satisfaction and preference
questionnaires.

6.1 Interfaces: TreePlus and GraphPlus

We implemented GraphPlus (Fig. 7) using the TouchGraph
[36] layout algorithm. TouchGraph is a commercial product
but one of the early versions provided an open source
version of the layout algorithm. This algorithm was chosen
because it was designed for incremental exploration, and
does a good job at avoiding occluded labels by reposition-
ing nodes during layout. When users open a node, a new
layout is recomputed to accommodate newly introduced
nodes, but the TouchGraph layout algorithm tries to
minimize the movements of the nodes that were already
displayed. In TouchGraph, links are elongated triangles that
show direction (the base of the triangle is the start and the
apex is the end). However, we implemented GraphPlus to
have similar features as TreePlus: It uses the same red-blue
color direction coding and dynamic highlighting to reveal
adjacent nodes. We also controlled the amount of time for
multistep animations (1.8 seconds per complete transition).
On the other hand, we considered the preview panel a
major novel element of TreePlus and did not provide it in
the GraphPlus interface. We wanted to compare the
TreePlus interface with a state-of-the-art graph visualization
interface, not solely to compare the layout algorithms.
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Fig. 7. GraphPlus, showing one of the displays used in a connectivity

task of the experiment. “Of all the people who emailed with ‘Autumn

Taylor’ click on the one who is email contact with the most of the others.”



6.2 Data and Density of the Graphs

During the usability study, we had observed that users of
the food web data set would spend time reflecting whether
what they saw made sense in the domain context instead of
simply answering questions about connectivity. Therefore,
we chose to use more neutral data sets of names for the
controlled experiment.

We created two randomly generated graphs of 200 names
of people. First, names were unique and taken from online
lists of popular baby names in Maryland in 2004. We used
only 10 popular last names resulting in 20 occurrences for
each last name. To allow self cycles (links to and from the
same node) and bidirectional links, and to make link
direction random, we picked links among 40,000 possible
ones using a pseudo-random number generator. Partici-
pants were told that each link represents an e-mail
communication relationship between two people. The
density of graph, d, is defined as in Ghoniem et al. [18]:

d�
ffiffiffiffiffi
l

n2

r
;

where l is the number of links and n is the number of
nodes. This definition was used because its value ranges
from 0 for a graph with no links to 1 for a fully connected
graph. Ghoniem et al. used graphs with three link densities
(0.2, 0.4, and 0.6) with a maximum of 100 nodes. However,
we wanted to use more nodes to increase the graph
complexity. We chose 200 since that is the upper bound of
currently studied food webs, a typical graph analysis
domain. We used two link densities—low (15 percent)
and high (30 percent)—that correspond to the range of
densities found in real food webs. The number of links was
900 for 15 percent density and 3,600 for 30 percent. One
drawback of this definition is that the number of links
increases with the square of the number of nodes. So,
15 percent density might be considered very high for
graphs with a large number of nodes. The 15 percent and
30 percent densities are the densities of the whole graph,
and we carefully selected subgraphs that had a similar
number of nodes and links.

Each node had an attribute—the US state where that
person lives, randomly chosen from a set of 10 states—indi-
cated with a two-letter abbreviation below the name.

6.3 Apparatus and Data Collection

We used a PC running Windows XP (3.0GHz Pentium 4
with 2GB RAM) equipped with an LC Technologies, Inc.
eye tracking device and a 17’’ LCD monitor at 1; 280�
1; 024 resolution. Results from the eye tracking study will
be reported elsewhere. The size of both TreePlus and
GraphPlus was 1; 280� 863 (instructions filled the remain-
ing lower screen). Since the width for the adjacent nodes
preview panel was 150, the size of the main tree browser
was 1; 130� 863. By default, labels were displayed with a
10 pt Arial font, and attributes with an 8 pt font, and
users were able to zoom in and out.

Both TreePlus and GraphPlus were instrumented using
the Visualization-Interaction Architecture (VIA) software
[16] developed by the CogWorks Laboratory. VIA enabled

the collection of all mouse clicks, mouse movements, eye
movements, and systems events to a log file where they
were time stamped to the nearest 16.7 ms.

6.4 Participants and Procedures

6.4.1 Participants

We recruited 28 participants (20 males and eight females)

and three pilot testers (two males and one female). They

were mainly computer science and engineering students

who were comfortable with computers and able to quickly

understand graph terminology. They already understood

graph and spanning tree definitions. They received $20 for

their participation. To increase motivation, a $5 bonus was

given to the participant with the fastest completion time

and highest success rate for each interface.

6.4.2 Procedures

Each participant used both interfaces; interface order was
counterbalanced. Participants first received training on the
first interface and the eye tracking system was calibrated for
them. A custom-built testing program presented a series of
tasks and allowed participants to complete the tasks using the
first interface. Each task included two practice trials and from
three to five timed trials depending on the tasks. Participants
were allowed to ask questions during the practice trials, but
not during the timed ones. Task descriptions were always
displayed in an instruction panel at the bottom of the screen.
The first two timed trials used the low density graphs and the
remaining one-three trials per task used the high density
graphs. Each trial had a 3-minute time limit and participants
were allowed to give up a trial at any time. Once participants
completed all tasks for the first interface, they answered a
subjective satisfaction questionnaire. After a short break, the
same procedure was repeated with the second interface.
Preferences, comments, and suggestions were collected
during debriefing. Each session lasted up to two hours but
was typically 1.5 hours.

The tutorial was always administered by the same
person following a basic script (explanations and demon-
strations) and a training data set consisting of 100 names
with 400 links (20 percent density). Then participants used
the interface on their own and asked questions. The tutorial
for the first interface—whichever it was—included some
information pertinent to both interfaces (e.g., color coding,
directionality, and basic interactions) so it lasted longer than
that for the second interface. The training lasted about
15 minutes for the first interface, and 8 minutes for the
second. In addition to demonstrating the features of the
interfaces, we also included training on basic strategies to
complete the tasks for both interfaces (for example, in both
interfaces the strategy to find connections between two
people is to search for one name, use it as the root, and
search for the second name). If participants did not recall
strategies, we reminded them during the practice trials.

6.5 Task Descriptions, Predictions, and Results

The six tasks and hypotheses are described below. As we

predicted that each of the two interfaces would be superior

for different tasks, we report independent analyses for each

of the six tasks (see Fig. 8 and Table 1). The complete set of

tasks is provided in the appendix available at http://

www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treeplus.
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6.5.1 Find: Find a Person that Is Already Displayed:

The Person Might Be Off Screen

(Do Not Use Search)

Even though this task is presented as a search task our goal
was to evaluate how participants scanned the entire layout.
We predicted that TreePlus would perform better because
the labels are aligned and sorted, and that differences

would be larger when more nodes are on the screen.

However, TreePlus users might lose time panning the

display, or by forgetting that nodes are grouped in

categories. For two out of five timed trials, the person to

be found was off screen. Completing these trials required

participants to pan in or zoom out. To see whether

participants benefited from the more stable layout of
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Fig. 8. Average completion times (left) and success rates (right) for tasks 1 through 6 (error bars indicate Standard Error).

TABLE 1
F-Values for Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA’s for Individual Tasks

F-values for two-factor repeated measures ANOVA’s for individual tasks (columns), with completion times, success rates, error, and user confidence
as dependent variables (bold), and interface and density as the factors (rows).



TreePlus, the last trial was a repeat of a previous one (“Find
again”).

Contradictory to our prediction, results showed no
significant differences in completion times between inter-
faces neither at low nor at high density. There were no
differences in success rates either.

For the “Find again” trials, a two-factor ANOVA was
conducted to test for Trial x Interface effects on completion
times in these two trials. Although the main effect of Interface
was not significant, the key interaction of Trial x Interface was
marginally significant, Fð1; 27Þ ¼ 3:22, p ¼ 0:084. Planned
comparisons showed that completion times on the “Find
again” trial significantly improved for the TreePlus interface,
going down from M¼24:54ðSE¼4:85Þ to M¼8:57ðSE¼1:01Þ,
tð27Þtwo-tail ¼ 3:29, p < 0:01, but showed no significant im-
provements for GraphPlus, dropping from 22.82 sec down
only to 17.46 sec, tð27Þtwo-tail ¼ 1:06, p ¼ :30.

6.5.2 Browse: Follow a Path

To test the combination of reading and browsing we asked
users to follow a path consisting of three names. We
predicted that, regardless of the density of the graphs,
TreePlus would work better because the nodes are easier to
locate and read. The last of the four trials asked users to go
back to the first node on the path. Differences between
interfaces should be greatest for this last trial (“Browse and
revisit”) as, in TreePlus, it is easy to back-track via parents
in the tree and the nodes will have moved only slightly.

The results showed a main effect of Interface and an
interaction effect of Interface x Density, supporting our
hypothesis that TreePlus performs better than GraphPlus
and that the benefits of TreePlus increase with density. The
speed advantage was not compromised by more errors as
there was still a marginal significant advantage for TreePlus
in success rate.

Similarly, our hypothesis that TreePlus should work better
on the “Browse and revisit” trials than GraphPlus was
supported as well. A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA
on the effects of Revisitation (Browse versus “Browse and
revisit” trials) and Interface in the Browse task revealed a
significant main effect of Interface, Fð1; 55Þ ¼ 37:61, p < 0:01,
a significant main effect of Revisitation, Fð1; 55Þ ¼ 26:42,
p < 0:01, and a significant Interface x Revisitation interaction,
Fð1; 55Þ ¼ 14:11, p < 0:01. Planned comparisons showed that
the interaction reflected the fact that completion times for the
TreePlus interface did not differ between Browse ðM ¼
16:39; SE¼1:17Þ and Browse+Revisit ðM¼18:36; SE ¼ 1:10Þ,
tð55Þtwo-tail ¼ 1:45, p ¼ :15, whereas completion times for
GraphPlus were significantly longer for the Browse+Revisit
ðM ¼ 43:16; SE ¼ 4:47Þ trials than the Browse ðM ¼ 25:98;
SE ¼ 2:18Þ trials, tð55Þtwo-tail ¼ 4:71, p < 0:01.

6.5.3 Adjacency: Among All Those Who Communicate

with a Specific Person, Count Those with a Given

Characteristic

We asked participants to count to simulate a task where all
node labels have to be read. Participants had to expand the
graph, scan the node labels, and be aware of the direction of
the links. We marked the specific starting person with a red
circle so that participants would not spend time finding it.

We predicted that there would be no difference between

interfaces at low density, but that at high density,

GraphPlus would suffer from severe occlusion problems.
The predicted interaction of Interface x Density was not

significant; however, the data showed a slight advantage for

TreePlus as density increased. We might expect the advan-

tage to be greater for higher densities than used in this study.

There were no differences for success rate and error.

6.5.4 Accessibility: Count People with a Given

Characteristic within Two Links (Distance 2)

of a Given Person

Users had to use a menu item to expand the tree two levels

down and then read and count nodes. We again marked the

starting node with a red circle. We expected that the results

would be similar to the Adjacency task: no difference

between interfaces for the low density graph, with

GraphPlus suffering from occlusion at high density.

However, with TreePlus, users may also spend a lot of

time panning the tree, or forget to pan the tree.
The results showed a significant effect of Interface and an

interaction effect of Interface x Density, supporting our

hypothesis that TreePlus performs better than GraphPlus

(Fig. 8 and Table 1). The benefits of TreePlus increase

dramatically with density. We also found a strong

significant difference in favor of TreePlus for success rate

and error.

6.5.5 Common Connection: Find All People Who Have

Been in Direct E-Mail Communication with Two

Given People

Nodes for the two given people were not on the screen so

participants needed to use the strategy they had learned

(search, reroot, and search again) with both interfaces.

Regardless of link density, we predicted that there would

not be any difference in time between interfaces because the

search strategies are identical.
As predicted, no significant differences were found in

completion times or success rates.

6.5.6 Connectivity: Find Who Has the Most E-Mail

Relationships with Other People in a Group

The “group” to explore was defined as all the people who

exchanged e-mail with a specific person. We again marked

that specific person with a red circle. Here we expected

GraphPlus to do better than TreePlus because all links are

drawn on the display while TreePlus requires interaction to

reveal cross links. However, for the high density graph,

performance with GraphPlus may suffer due to occlusion.
To our surprise, there was a significant main effect of

Interface in completion times as well as success rates that

favored TreePlus (Fig. 8 and Table 1). The advantage of

TreePlus increased with density.
For error, significant main effects of Interface and

Density, as well as an Interface x Density interaction were

found, with error being smaller for TreePlus interface, and

especially small on the low-density trials.
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6.6 Confidence and Preference

Except for the Find and Browse tasks, user confidence was
recorded. The overall ANOVA showed significantly higher
self-reports of confidence for TreePlus ðM ¼ 8:01; SE ¼
0:19Þ than for GraphPlus ðM ¼ 7:45; SE ¼ 0:24Þ, and for
low-density ðM ¼ 8:15; SE ¼ 0:18Þ than for the high-density
trials ðM ¼ 7:30; SE ¼ 0:23Þ. Individual task comparisons
revealed significant advantages for TreePlus for the
Adjacency, Accessibility, and Connectivity tasks. Significant
effects of Density were found for the Adjacency and
Accessibility tasks, with a significant interaction of Interface
x Density for the Accessibility tasks.

When asked which interface they preferred overall, 26
out of 28 participants chose TreePlus over GraphPlus. This
general question was followed by a 10-item satisfaction
questionnaire with ratings on a 9 point Likert scale.
Individual two-tail t-tests were performed for each of the
ten questions. TreePlus received significantly better ratings
for Overall use, Navigation, Layout of information, Reading
many labels was easy/clear, Arrows representing direction
were helpful/clear, and Use of color was helpful/clear. No
significant differences were found between TreePlus and
GraphPlus for Predictable system response, Ease of learn-
ing, Use of highlighting was helpful/clear, and Use of
arrows was helpful/clear.

6.7 Observations and Discussion

There were wide differences between participants in terms
of speed and accuracy; however, despite individual
variability, TreePlus performed significantly better for most
of the tasks. TreePlus even outperformed GraphPlus for the
Connectivity task where we had hypothesized GraphPlus
would perform better. For the medium sized graphs we
used, the benefits of TreePlus increased with density.

We first discuss in more detail the surprising results of
task 6 and then discuss specific features of the interfaces.

Connectivity task: We were surprised to observe that in
task 6 (Connectivity) many participants did not use the
topology information in GraphPlus. Though all cross links
are drawn and users should have been able to spot nodes
with the most links—especially in the low density graphs
—observations lead us to suspect that participants gave up
or lost confidence using the link arrows after they used
messy and poorly readable graphs in previous tasks.
Instead they mostly used highlighting just as TreePlus
required them to do. TreePlus even had a higher success
rate, possibly because this highlighting exploration could be
performed in a more orderly way. After observing this
effect with many participants we considered reminding
users that they could better use the links information of
GraphPlus, but decided that we could not change the
training procedure in the middle of the experiment.

Occlusion versus Panning: Occlusion seemed the most
important problem for GraphPlus. During the most com-
plex task (the Accessibility task for the high density graph),
many participants gave unhappy exclamations such as “Oh
boy” and “Wow.” Furthermore, while 12 participants
answered correctly with TreePlus, with GraphPlus no one
answered correctly, one participant could not finish within
the 3 minute time limit, and one participant gave up. For
TreePlus, panning was an issue. Some participants seemed

to take a few moments to remember to pan. Some tried to
use the mouse wheel which was not supported at that time.
Three participants made explicit negative comments about
panning, and many people sighed when they had to keep
panning for the very tall tree for the most complex task.
Nevertheless participants were much more successful
completing the task correctly with TreePlus than with
GraphPlus.

To enable users to see all children of a node at once
without panning, we used multicolumn layout when the
height of the children of the currently opened node was
bigger than the window height (Fig. 10a). However, one
participant noted “Multicolumn layout was useful but
confusing.” Although it was not needed and did not help,
many participants panned anyway in the apparent belief
that there were more nodes above or below.

Search: With both interfaces, the search results showed
only one shortest path between two nodes (Fig. 5).
However, anecdotal evidence suggests that some partici-
pants some of the time thought that the person currently
shown on the path was the only one who communicated
with both people.

Preview panel in TreePlus: In contrast to our expectations,
most participants did not seem to use the adjacent nodes
preview for the Adjacency task. Instead, people just opened
nodes. This might be because it is simple and cheap, users
are not accustomed to the adjacent nodes preview, or they
do not like to shift focus between two views. Among seven
participants observed actively using the adjacent nodes
preview, two said that they really liked it. We plan to make
the preview panel optional.

Note that, for both interfaces, users could not select other
nodes during the animation. However, adjacent nodes for
the selected node are positioned at their new position later
in the animation sequence with TreePlus than with
GraphPlus. We believe that GraphPlus gained 0.6 seconds
(1/3 of the total animation time) for the Browsing task
because participants were able to start visually scanning
earlier. In spite of this disadvantage, TreePlus still worked
better than GraphPlus.

7 TREEPLUS IMPROVEMENTS SINCE THE STUDY

To facilitate the Connectivity task we have added an
optional connectivity hint. A black vertical bar on the left
side of the node shows the percentage of the connected
nodes among on-screen nodes. For example, among all
organisms eaten by “broad-winged hawk,” “Puerto Rican
coqui frog 1” has the most connections (Fig. 9). We also
added the possibility to draw the cross links as lines to
show the overall connectivity of the partial graph on screen.
Temporarily revealing those lines might give an idea of the
overall connectivity.

To address some of the problem of multicolumn layouts
(Fig. 10a), we now balance the heights of columns, and
guarantee a gap between the edge of the window and the
multicolumn background (Fig. 10b), making it more
obvious that there is no need to pan.

For search, TreePlus now shows all shortest paths
between two nodes. Users can confirm the actual shortest
paths by turning on the option that draws the cross links
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(Fig. 11). Users can also search several keywords (e.g.,
several peoples’ names) separated by semicolon.

We also applied our techniques to other data sets, such as
the coauthorship graph and citation network for the ACM
CHI Proceedings [26]. These data sets introduced additional
requirements. For example, each paper has a categorical
attribute indicating the type of publication. TreePlus now
shows the categorical attribute with a colored dot. Since paper
titles are usually very long, TreePlus enables users to set the
maximum width for nodes. When the label is clipped, an
ellipsis indicated that there is more text which is revealed
when the cursor is moved over the node.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed an interactive graph visualization
system based on a guiding metaphor: “Plant a seed and
watch it grow.” In contrast with the more familiar overview
techniques, which are effective at (but also limited to)
revealing overall structure and the existence of clusters or
bridges, our technique addresses the needs of users to
explore parts of the graph in detail and rapidly read labels
to analyze the meaning of relationships.

Our results suggest that visualization and interaction
techniques can effectively support incremental exploration of
a graph, and can reveal the graph structure superimposed
onto a tree structure. Our user study compared TreePlus with
a standard graph visualization system and found that
participants completed several tasks faster and with fewer
errors with TreePlus. Participants also reported higher levels
of confidence in their answers with TreePlus and most of
them preferred TreePlus. For the medium sized graphs used
in the study, the benefits of TreePlus increased with density.
Although the high density we used is representative of real
food webs, it may not be as common in other domains. For

large graphs, our low density (15 percent) might also be
considered high and this might have contributed to the good
performance of TreePlus overall in this experiment. Further
evaluations using lower densities with larger graphs would
shed more light on the benefits of TreePlus. The visual hints
described in Section 4.2.3 were not tested in the study. It
would be interesting to evaluate their benefits. A longitudinal
study in a natural domain-specific context would also
increase our understanding of the benefits and limitations
of TreePlus.

At the start of this study, our biggest concern was that it
might be confusing to look at graphs as trees. The very
encouraging results of the controlled experiment lead us
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Fig. 10. (a) Previous multicolumn layout and (b) improved multicolumn

layout.

Fig. 9. Connectivity bar indicated by a black vertical bar shows the

percentage of connected nodes for each node. Cross links are shown on

demand with the dotted lines.

Fig. 11. A search for “fruits” from “broad-winged hawk” with cross links

visible shows all shortest paths from “broad-winged hawk” to “fruits.”



now to wonder if this is a natural way for people to
interpret graphs. Rather than thinking about the whole
graph, users might remain focused on the adjacent-node
relationships, which are well represented as parent-children
links in a tree. Most people who preferred TreePlus said it
was not confusing to look at the tree representations. One
person said that “While I was doing the tasks, I did not
think of [TreePlus] as a tree.” Other comments included: “I
was very comfortable using it because I am used to the
hierarchical structure” and “I think trees are logical and
ordered arrangement of the graphs.” Many participants
really liked the tree layout and the alignment, grouping,
and sorting of the children. Obviously further studies are
needed to investigate this hypothesis which could have
important and testable implications for interactive graph
visualization.
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